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Abstract -   Smart home mechanization technique is getting highly considered these days because its wide selection of uses like 

security system, controlling home appliances, entertainment system, lighting etc. Large quantity information is accumulated 

from the past good home expertise by the user however these information isn't absolutely used, but currently because of 

development of huge information and machine learning technologies these prediction is also accustomed manufacture a very 

intelligent system. Regarding this paper proposes user behavior prediction formula (UUBP) that uses a artificial neural 

network(ANN) and tells a couple of new and advanced conception of forgetting issue to contend with the shortcomings of 

previous algorithm. This formula shows high-learning ability and wants minimum human intervention. This formula may 

contend with the user influence and outdated records. UUBP formula shows more robust performance then different 

algorithms. 

 

Keywords - Smart home, Behavior prediction, machine learning, and unsupervised learning. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

It has recently become clear that people's interest at 

intervals the concept of home automation is incredibly 

high.There unit of measurement presently many home 

automation systems on the marketthat let users to freely 

management their home appliances with one command.. 

throughout the study, associate autonomous system are 
going to be developed which will severally build 

selections and manage the corresponding devices. This 

study is concerning IoT and machine learning. the net of 

things includes several sensors which will live 

temperature, light, noise, distance, pressure, movement, 

speed, and more.  

 

The sensing element conjointly generates an oversized 

quantity of knowledge. Here we tend to describe a way 

to use this knowledge to form a additional reliable 

automation system. Today, we'd like associate 

economical and reliable resolution for storing giant 
amounts of knowledge generated by giant data-driven 

sensors and cloud platforms. i feel that this knowledge 

contains terribly helpful and helpful info. there's an 

affordable analysis of this knowledge. This study 

discusses however data processing and machine learning 

play a vital role find the correct model and guaranteeing 

its quality to finish users of the system.Here we tend to 

ar victimization this knowledge to predict user‟s next 

step victimization UUBP algorithmic program and 

supply valuable suggestions and provides additional 

correct automation. Generally control devicesattached 

with central entry and working on the basis of home 

automation arrangement. The program for management 
of the system uses either support terminals, pill or 

desktop computers, a transferable application, or an 

internet interface, that may even be accessible off-site 

through the online.Basically the house automation 

system will be divided into 3 elements 

sensors,controllers and accutators.Sensors will monitor 

changes in motion identification, temperature, or 

daylight. Home automation systems will then alter those 

settings  to your preference.  

 

Controllers consult with the devices  personal computers, 
tablets or smartphones accustomed send and receive 

messages concerning the standing of automatic options 

in your home. Actuators could also be lightweight 

switches, motors, or motorized valves that management 

the particular mechanism, or perform, of a home 

automation system. they're programmed to be activated 

by a distant command from a controller.In home 

automation system user will operate the appliances in 

line with its own can.for example use will begin the air 

con earlier before they arrive to the house.The 

intelligence level of existing good good home will be 

categorised into 3 layers i.e., Initial one is,the remote 
work in house which is not too smart are layer is small–

level intelligence that don‟t return underneath 

automation. The user sends the important signal by 

phone APP when they are not availaible near machines, 

as an example, once the temperature within area become 
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too hot, then a person can press switch for  the 

„SWITCH ONN AC‟ inside the APP availaible in their 

phone. Consequently, the “SWICH ONN AC” signal is 

shipped intotheir controlling parts available in respective 

machine, then it starts  AC.Above example is of typical 

remote work and can‟t be administrated by the user itself 

as they will not present in their home. 

 

Next one is, mid-level smart home system,in this collect 

the environmental info and response in line with it.For 

example, if there is rain outside the home, then the 
sensor interpret amendment, select the choice depending 

upon the  various fussion rule and find out  the choice 

through mechanism. System is in a position to 

acknowledge and self-adapt in line with the amendment 

in setting. Last one is, super-level intelligence which can 

provide personalised assistence and well behaviour user 

expertise. This technique don‟t solely rely on 

amendment of setting however conjointly learn the habit 

of person by itself. So,it must have mental capacity and 

conjointly ready to find the habit of preson.The majority 

of good home system that area unit presently out there 
represent 2nd-level intelligency.  

 

As there is large improvement in  knowledge of 

technology and Artificial Intelligence methods like 

Neural Network, Density-based spatial clump of 

Applications with Noise etc, the improved personalised 

assistivity will be provided to the people who use it.This 

will add extra business worth.If these technology will be 

with success enforced it's potential to cause a significant 

breakthrough. Therefore, may researchers from different 

parts of country are trying to fin out the to know the user 

habits,which can be found out using various past things 
and having idea of period of time the user operate the 

respective machine, will really improve the ability of 

different system for satisfying the user‟s output .But, 

there are area unit bound things that require to be 

thought-about .  

 

Firstly, over what quantity manual user intervention is 

required throughout the initialization of Associate in 

Nursing rule. as an example, some rules as alternative K-

means-based techniques want to clump range once and 

the system by using k cluster, it tries to find the user 
behavior by dividing the work information. So, 

throughout the starting steps of these sequence of steps, 

there's a necessity to administer a clump range k in line 

with the past experiences, however the subjective 

experiences might not specific the sensible partition 

totally, that finally affect the output of forecast rule . 

Next, the less capacity to differentiate the importance of 

people works data is a problem that needs to be noticed. 

Behaviuor of a user work can amendment progressively 

in periods people time. So, the forecast method is 

required to take that new function of data area unit a lot 

of necessary than the obsolete information. The law of 

significance and also the power to forget at slow pace the 

obsolete records sort of a individual will be deciding .So, 

the theory of a feasible and good rule to fail the above  

issues and at steady pace, find out the behavior of a 

person using a lot of showing intelligence is nice 

challenge in field of home automation. 

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

 
Advances in massive knowledge technologies and AI 

algorithms like neural networks, spacial grouping of K-

tools and density-based applications will improve the 

user expertise, additional customized through the user 
expertise. This increase is achieved by increasing the 

worth of the business, grouping in depth historical 

knowledge and distinctive valuable rules. When home 

automation technology is used, you increase smart home 

intelligence, the market prospect of a sensible home is 

possible to succeed.  

 

As a result, several researchers specialize in predicting 

client behavior supported massive amounts of historical 

knowledge supported massive amounts of client 

knowledge that record knowledge to enhance the 
intelligence of a sensible home.However, there square 

measure some problems that require to be self-addressed 

employing a user behavior prediction formula. 

 Initial of the formula wants some manual intervention. 

for e.g, few algorithms, just likedifferent K-based 

algorithms, or the [1] K-Means formula, would like 

numerical grouping if they are at intervals the formula 

to predict user behavior. Firstly, data format of the 

formula wants some manual intervention. for instance, 

some algorithms, like the K-Means formula or 

alternative Algorithm based on k means, 

requiredividing or grouping numbers once attempting to 
predict user behavior k by dividing the user behavior 

record into k clusters. Thus, once initializing this 

formula, you wish to see the quantity of teams 

supported previous expertise, however subjective 

expertise cannot absolutely represent the $64000 half, 

which, in turn, affects the preliminary add front of the 

formula. 

 The lessintelligence to differentiate the  persons records 

is a difficulty that wants attention. client behavior 

changes dynamically over time. Therefore, the forecast 

formula have to apprehend that the last record of 
associate action is more  necessary than associate 

obsolete note. it's {very necessary|vital|important} 

however necessary and the way important it's to slowly 

ignore useless notes like individuals. Therefore, it still 

remains a giant downside to beat this downside and at a 

similar time give a viable new formula which will 

predict additional affordable client behavior within the 

field of good home. 
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In , the authors propose a prediction methodology 

supported the Particle optimisation (PSO) and Particle 

optimisation (PSO) algorithms. The model additionally 

shows that it will simulate the management of the 

electrical curtain of a sensible home and improve the 

habit of researching a home system for client behavior. 

The K-Means formula is used to separate traditional and 

doubtful tasks, to watch changes in standard of living in 

a very "smart home" and to check user behavior, 

wherever standard of living is an energetic cluster.The 

algorithmic rule tried to predict the behavior of user k by 
grouping  n records of user work in the k clusters. 

however this can be necessary once grouping k-numbers. 

In most cases, most user group action records ar 

dynamic, and therefore the range of classes of user 

actions needed to record isn't noted before.  

 

additionally, the quantity of clusters is usually supported 

previous expertise, and subjective expertise will have an 

effect on the behavior of the foretelling algorithmic rule. 

Thus, strategies that do not require manual intervention 

are recommendedthe low-level formatting stage. as an 
example, the authors of use the HMM filter base (HCF) 

to make a RAS (recommended agent system), that 

studies client behavior and provides consulting services 

supported the circumstances and preferences of the user. 

However, the most disadvantage of this methodology is 

that the HMM algorithmic rule will predict little 

information sets as a one-day operate, however not for 

situations with huge information. In , the authors 

synthesize solutions for four separate Vector Support 

Kernel (SVM) functions, with every core designed to 

review parallel activity, to work out daily activity and 

predict user behavior.  
 

SVM isn't appropriate for several classification tasks. 

additionally, giant amounts of information build it tough 

to search out meaningful kernel functions for SVM along 

with it.Some investigator are trying  to implement a 

technique called as a deep learning algorithmto complete 

the given forecast for example, the Beewef network deep 

reconstruction algorithmic rule was projected, that relies 

on a deep learning system to predict client behavior in 

“smart homes”. This methodology will solve issues that 

need low-level formatting for the quantity of people 
usual habit which is  availaible in K-means.  

 

sadly, the Deep based algorithmic rule shows associate 

degree accuracy of forty three.9% (51.8%) for the 

prediction of fresh operated sensors ( devices in smart 

houses) uses MIT which is one house information (note 

2). In short, this methodology will highly adjust the 

active people‟s information and it doesn't recquire 

artificial intervention for assigning cluster numbers at 

the initial stages of foretelling and grouping user 

behavior, however there's still a heavy disadvantage in 

overall potency. Therefore, every user engagement 

recommendation is equally necessary and has constant 

impact on predicting user behavior. However, over time, 

user behavior changes dynamically. The prediction 

algorithmic rule is extremely sensible as a result of it 

determines that user records ar a lot of necessary and 

forgets that records aren't any longer used. 

 

Thus, this study is geared toward finding the higher than 

issues that existed within the previous foretelling 

algorithmic rule. As a attainable answer to the present 

downside, new and improved algorithms for predicting 
user behavior management (UUBP) don't seem to be 

supported. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
The projected methodology As mentioned earlier, the 

aim of this document is to supply the most effective 

combination of the cluster model methodology and 

decision-making algorithmic rule, particularly for actions 

for sensible home applicationsthough you are utilized for 

constant purpose, people behave otherwise. As[2] 

Associate in Nursing example, once breakfast, someone 

initial activates the toaster, and someone initial opens the 
refrigerator. you will be able to have totally fully 

completely different behavior every morning throughout 

preparation. Thus, the pliability to acknowledge 

connected behaviors outside of the numerous user-

defined behaviors is extraordinarily necessary as a 

primary step in distinctive actions.  

 

As so much as we all know, the K-model algorithmic 

rule  most expeditiously processes giant amounts of 

information at run time and close to parts of constant 

cluster. [2]once grouping, the ANN methodology 

predicts what actions involve consistent behavior.The 
best accuracy in predicting activity is shown by ANN, 

though it takes more loads  your the time. This chapter 

details the key options of the K and ANN strategies to 

make the most effective combined pattern for detection 

user activity. ANN can perform the data formatting 

responsibility and because the startingscatological 

agglomeration to out- place k centre of mass vectors that 

square measure nearer to the feasible present centroids 

matched with given previousdata formatting technique. 

1. Pre-processing data 

Our information set is obtainable by a true unmoved 
sensible home compa Empire State and also the 

company‟s consultants have distinguished that the 

outcome date of data, the working span of device, and 

also the working state of system are foremost vital 

options during this predicted work. So, there is no need 

to be compelled to use various algorithms to finish the 

options choice. Hence, among given UUBP rule, 

information pre-processing is carried out in 2 ways: 

information alteration and information rinsing. 
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Architecture Diagram 

 

 
Fig.1 Architecture Diagram. 

 

 Information Alteration: Information transformation 

permits the matching of info from the required pattern 

to the pattern that comes out from prediction rule. 

 Information rinsing: most task of the information 

cleanup half is unavailable information process. Into the 

UUBP formula, the polynomial of Newton is employed 

to carry out the unavailable information interpolation. 

2.Starting Stage 

In various K-means-based algorithms, the format phase 
is to line agglomeration range k personally associate 

degree uses an format methodology to start k centre of 

mass vectors. A simple used format methodology is 

Random Partition. But, this initialization process 

contains various problems. If the consciously starting 

centroid vectors really changes from potential- ly present 

centroids, then the algorithmic program can build several 

emphasis to update the centre of mass direction and so 

are terribly not good. Also, clustering values those are 

sent on the basis of the past and subjective experiences 

may conclusively work of the forecast algorithm. 

3.K-Pattern cluster algorithmic rule 
A large amount of data is collected from different 

sensors in IoT to implement machine learning 

algorithms. However, thanks to the utilization of this 

huge quantity of information, sudden learning algorithms 

are most well-liked over managed learning algorithms. 

In fact, the clustering algorithmic rule will expeditiously 

calculate information and divide or grouping similar 

users activity patterns into the teams.[3]The K-template 

algorithmic laws provides a lot of most relevant 

functions than ancient separation strategies and 

hierarchies for grouping templates. one in all the most 
options of the K-sample algorithmic rule emphasizes the 

flexibility to distort user action patterns, the validity of 

records, and the ability to expeditiously calculate 

information and cluster similar action models. 

Victimisation data sets made it hard for the algorithmic 

rule to cluster objects into clusters and change the final 

result of the algorithmic rule. 

The [3] K-clustering algorithmic laws require the 

process of recognized facts to discover temporary 

relationships. In fact, the recognized processing is that 

the start in police investigation user activity in a very 

good home, as shown in Section five. Therefore, the 

algorithmic rule for grouping model ways consists in 

degree regularly 

 
 

  Fig.2 Algorithm for K-pattern. 

 
Dynamic the recognized knowledge in accordance with 

the steps of observant and retrieving the model and also 

the steps. Grouping by one model. These receipts square 

measure reborn into symbolic representations so as to 

ease the similarity of the data collected from the 
sequence of events and also the current regular model, as 

shown in Figure four. [5]Typically, among the accessible 

ways, a personality convergence algorithmic rule (SAX) 

is allowed. The exceptional advantages of area and time 

build SAX the foremost economical IoT good home 

device.  

 

Sensory activity knowledge collected over time intervals 

(t) square measure outlined as statistic, like . you'll use 

SAX to outline knowledge as a letter string, for instance, 

B .: , when n is that the length or size of the character 
string and may be abundant but , It content the time and 

date of receipt, detector identification (ID) and also the 

standing of every detector (ON / OFF) or (OPEN / 

CLOSED). This step is outlined as pre-processing the 

recognized knowledge. It is marked with the letter “D” 

taking under consideration the motion of the detector 

represented by the letter “M”, the temperature detector 
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with the letter “T” and also the detector door shown in 

table one. This knowledge was obtained from the 

CASAS project at the University of Washington (WSU). 

This includes numerous user behaviours and associated 

user actions that mimic ANN coaching exercises. 

 

Table1 sensor analysis representation. 

 

 
 

 
Fig.3 K-pattern Architecture. 

 
Normal pattern detection happens once the frequency of 

the info set exceeds a definite threshold. Additionally, 

this common temple is, for instance, some common 

temple allocation algorithms, for instance B. [1] 

Frequent growth patterns (FP growth). Khan ET all. Is 

Associate in nursing economical and ascendible 

technique for extracting all common models? This 

technique uses complicated tree prefixes to store 

compression and important data regarding the overall 

model.  

 
In step with, the expansion of FP was as victorious as 

alternative ways, like the Éclat technique, that quickly 

finds association laws, the algorithmic of Relimskills for 

finding collection of components typically, and Apriority 

algorithms. As a result, the expansion of FP contributes 

to the grouping of K, the results that are generated 

immensely contributes to find out the common patterns 

of shopper behaviour inside the “smart home” 

surroundings. The ultimate step is to cluster similar 

models employing a common activity model. 

 
If the distance between two models falls below a certain 

threshold, then both models redirect to the same group. 

[1]In this case, the centre of the new cluster should be 

calculated with 3-6 lines in Diagram 6. In Diagram 7, the 
centre of the new scheme must first be calculated to 

compare the lengths of the sequences in order to obtain 

common piece such as introductory schemes and cluster 

centres. The subsequent stage takes different 

components from this info model and the focal point of 

the group to check the need table and get the request for 

applicable and high need. Finally, the elements formed 

in bars 8 and 9 are joined into the centre of the new 

cluster (line 11). 

 
4. Presentation rating of K-Pattern Algorithm 

Let K-grouping algorithm and diverse separate algorithm 

(K-clustering, first algorithm, five star) and a various 

levelled algorithm. Figure 8 speak to the fundamental 
scientific categorization of the clustering algorithm This 

analysis of the clustering algorithm takes into account 

parameters related to the size of the data set, the number 

of clusters, and grouping execution time. A well known 

source AI based programming that actualizes a 

significant number of the most recent A algorithm. 
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Fig.3. Grouping of clustering algorithms. 

 

 [6]It incorporates instruments for pre-handling, 

classification, regression, grouping, information display 
and see and contains of four interfaces: Explorer, 

Experimenter, Flow Knowledge and Simple CLI. This 

helpful joining is the principle explanation behind the far 

reaching utilization of WEKA. 

5.Exposition of Results 

In our effort, we observe that the grouping time is 

approximately proportional to the dimensions of the data 

in three different data sets. The results show that the K-

clustering algorithm takes the least time to form a 

cluster, and the EM algorithm takes longer. On the other 

hand, some cluster algorithms, like Farthest initial, K-

Means and gradable, deals with same range of clusters, 
size of the data set doesn‟t matter, while the K-model 

algorithm builds more and more data clusters as they 

grow. In reality, the K model makes the more of clusters 

with a huge amount of information. 

 

From the above studies we conclude that K-model 

grouping algorithmic program provides the best and 

effective performance with the respect of runtime and 

number of clusters. This quality of performance depends 

on the ability of the K-model algorithm to efficiently 

calculate data. stop interference inside the data set, and 
find out the behaviour of damaged and confusing user 

actions. 

6.Algorithm based on Artificial Neural Network 

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are old and used to 

the system know the assignment of property values that 

can be used to categorise hidden and new unusual 

activities. [6]ANN is influenced by the pattern or 

behaviour of the users or people brain and contain of 

interconnected nodes and balanced connections. ANN 

nodes are called neurons similar to biological neurons. 

Various network architectures are developed on the basis 

of real actions. More commonly used hierarchy contains 
of three levels: the input level, the hidden level, and the 

output level. Each level contains more than one node and 

is indicated by a rectangle in Diagram 9. The flow of 

information is represented by a line between one node.  

The nodes in the input hierarchy take one value in the 

input data and duplicate several output values without 

changing the data. On the contrary, Output levels 

actively change information. This easy functional block 

consists of a network that can study classification 

problems after studying enough data. ANN is useful for 

detecting and predicting user activity. The perception 

multilayer teaching method was chosen to identify 

consumer activity. The ANN algorithmic law is 

characterised by its potentiality to with efficiency grant 

and divine user activity, to perform and check efficiency 
for computation instead the big volume of information 

set, 

 

 
Fig.5 Multilayer artificial neural network. 

 
Different categorization techniques like(HMM)Hidden 

Andrei Markov Model, Naive Thomas Bays, and C4.5 

face provocation in the form of the interleaving events 

and the run time. But on the other hand, the ANN 

algorithmic rule is wide used for temporary relationship 

identification and abstraction. Thus, as we have a tends 

to aforesaid antecedent, along with the ANN algorithmic 

rule, the J48 call tree is used  to beat the irrelevancy and 

redundancy of options which will considerably increase 

the machine quality and categorization errors of the 

algorithms, particularly ANN.  

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
 

This section describes the functions for detecting user 

activity in a smart home. Our analysis was initially 

aimed at evaluating various classification algorithms to 

decide the main temporal relationships. To do this, we 
will consider a series of events for each action with a 

time relationship. This temporary relationship is used to 

identify activities performed. [3]The order of following 

temporal relationships between consecutive events also 

determines the different action in the data set. This 

relationship of sequential events is recognized by several 

algorithms, such as FP Apriority algorithm and growth, 

depends on the main of each action. Importance is the 
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addition of the chances that every order of incident can 

be recognized when every activity found in a record is 

entered into a algorithm template. This categorises all 

types of activities and always affects the perception of 

activity. Therefore, when a certain sequence of events is 

detected, we determine that the recognition process is 

very important for this activity.  

 

On the other hand, for proper analysis there should be at 

least a temporary connection with a minimum amount. 

This least number is then altered in this task based on all 
the number of incidents in each action. If the least value 

is complete, then events below the complete value may 

not be detected. On the contrary the most relevant 

secular relationships that exist between common 

incidents are so many. Thus, the relative threshold for 

the minimum event is used in the classification algorithm 

taking into account the number of incidents in each 

event. 

1.Recognition accuracy comparison 

Initially, [3] all actions are detected based on all data 

available in the public record. Then the most common 
activities are considered dominant in the smart house 

environment. The recognition accuracy in Table 5 

describes each classification algorithm for the main 

activities for two weeks. Perfection is defining the ratio 

of the number of successful activity detections to typical 

activity. 

Table 2 Detect action of two weeks data 

 
 

With regard to the output of the 2 weeks of work, this 

process is generally adequate, although the accuracy in 
certain activities is a little more than 50%. This less 

efficiency can be represented by the fact that these 

actions or  activity includes several actions (events) that 

also occur in different activities.[7] For example, 

listening to music can be done synchronously when the 

customer opens the bathroom walls or selects most like  

games on her/his computers.  

 

Regardless of the facts that he can listen to songs while 

bathing or playing games, the event can still be 

considered a big event with great certainty. So, this 

situation is one of the important and hardness of our 

dataset and effective solutions must be found to 

overcome this problem. As for the output of 2 week of 

coaching, the tactic is valid after all, If we supposed that 

the efficiency minutely exceeds five hundredth for sure 

actions. [8] This less efficiency may be described by the 

actual fact that, these actions embody events that occur 

additionally in several actions. For instance, taking note 

of music may be dead at the same time once a user is gap 

the tap within the rest room or choosing the most loved 

games on her/his pc. even supposing he/she could hear 

songs whereas they are either using bathroom or playing 
games, this event may thought as taking note of song 

because the main action with high accuracy.  

 

As a result, this circumstance is one of major problem of 

dataset used by us, and effective solutions must be found 

to overcome this problem. With regard to the output of 

the 2 week training, this method is basically adequate, 

although the accuracy in certain activities is a little more 

than 50%. This less precision can be described by the 

evidence that this activity includes several events which 

also appear in different action. On the contrary, listening 
to songs can be done at the same time when the customer 

opens the valve inside the shower or selects most liked 

games on his computer. Nonetheless he/she can hear to 

songs while bathing or playing games, the event can still 

be considered a big event with great accuracy.  

 

This position is one of the major problem of  dataset 

created by us, and effective solutions must be found to 

overcome this problem. Other side, the less precision of 

certain activities, it can be as a result to their less values 

than other activities. For example, breakfast preparation 

and lunch preparation can build a number of joint 
actions. However, because people tend to have breakfast 

at home rather than during the day, it is believed that this 

joint activity makes breakfast more likely to be the main 

activity.  

2.Runtime and its Comparisons  

The execution time is calculated for two reasons: 

First,[2] a similarity among the 3 ANN algorithms, 

HMM and NB; 2nd, to look how much runtime can be 

decreased by the decision tree function of J48.Diagram 8 

provides the detailed execution time of individual 

algorithm with and without function selection. The 
selection approach has helped to decrease the execution 

time of every popular algorithm. Specifically, the 

duration of ANN can be decreased to only around eight 

percent in comparison to results without selection 

methods. Even though the improvements to the J48 

solution tree, the ANN execution time is still larger than 

other algorithms which are given. On the other hand, we 

acknowledge that this can be achieved by enhanced 

efficiency with respect to the activity recognition. 
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Table 3 Runtime comparison 

 
 

V. FUTURE WORK AND ITS 

CONCLUSION 

 
This paper tells that, we can examine identifying and 

anticipating user activity in an IoT based intelligent 

atmosphere. [7] Due to the complex and diverse 
consumer actions, we propose a hybrid way containing 

of K-clustering and time-based neural network 

algorithms. K-pattern grouping shows its effectiveness in 

grouping and identifying user activity patterns. In 

addition, K pattern grouping is more appropriate than 

others to recognize intermittent and intertwined patterns 

of activity. 

 

Meanwhile, we have suggested a better approach to 

detect or find and predict user activity based on ANN, 

which generally gives good outputs. But we have to 
overcome few unsatisfactory outputs that result from 

similarities between other actions. The recent 

assumption of tree selection of J48 decision tree has 

enormously boosted the precision and performance of 

the introduction. 

 

Finally, in dynamic environments such as the IoT 

network, our K-sample and ANN hybrid methodologies 

are more accurate, scalable, and can be adjusted and 

have use to the smart house applications. In the future 

investigation of ours, we will provide better accuracy of 

activity detection with more number of sensible sensors 
to gather more useful data in a smart house surrounding. 

In addition, it is advisable to use a more effective 

approach to characterize classification methods to get the 

better of redundancy and irrelevant features. 
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